
CLOUDy Climate Change
Studies at CERN
CLOUD (Cosmics Leaving Outdoor Droplets) experiment at CERN sharpens climate predictions and
improves understanding of aerosol particles in the atmosphere and their effects on clouds. CLOUD is the
world’s leading experiment for laboratory studies of atmospheric aerosol formation and growth. Unique
features include e.g. control of ionisation throughout tropospheric conditions, highly stable operation at any
temperature in the range -75◦C to 50◦C, and the ability to create liquid or ice clouds from aerosol particles
formed in the chamber and then study their chemistry and microphysics. In addition, CLOUD is pioneering
an innovative synergistic approach in which the model simulations guide the experiments as well as exploit
the experimental results. This is a big step forward in the reliability of models to describe climate
interactions.
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The                     collaboration:



We will answer to the following
questions
1) What will change with climate change?
2) What does the CLOUD experiment do?
3) What has CLOUD shown us about our world?



What will change with
climate change?
TEMPERATURE. How clouds effect worlds temperature?



Source: U.S. National Science Foundation, 2008

Climate describes the patterns of variation in temperature
and other meteorological variables in a given region over
long periods of time

Whereas weather
describes the
short-term
conditions of these
variables in a
given region.



Why to study
changes in
Earth’s climate?

Global Risks
Landscape 2017

Source: World Economic Forum Global Risks
Perception Survey 2016



Climate is already changing: global mean
surface temperature increased since 1850

Source: IPCC, Summary for Policymakers, 2013

ΔT = 0.8oC

Year

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WITHIN NEXT 40-80 YEARS? Climate feedbacks leads
to a value of the sensitivity to CO2 doubling of approximately 3 °C ± 1.5 °C



Scientific understanding of climate
radiative forcing in Industrial Age

A. Anthropogenic aerosol
forcing are poorly
understood.

B. Natural part is very small.
Is there a missing natural
forcing?
Is that from varying
cosmic ray flux,
modulated by sun?

A + Bà The CLOUD experiment
Source: IPCC, Summary for Policymakers, 2013

Present uncertainties in climate
prediction too large to be
confident to know how to
respond correctly. Why haven’t
we been able to narrow it down?

Cooling Warming



New terminology:
Aerosol-Radiation Interaction

Aerosol-Cloud Interaction

Role of aerosols on Sun’s radiative forcing

About 50% of
the particles
that are able
to form cloud
droplets are
secondary
aerosols.



PRIMARY (directly produced)
ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS

SECONDARY (indirectly produced, gas-
to-particle conversion i.e. nucleation)



Blue: sea salt blown by the wind
Green: Carbon from fires (black
carbon i.e. soot)
White: sulfates from fossil fuels and
vulcanos (antropogenic vs. natural)
Orange/red: dust

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtJzn8A725w



Secondary aerosol production:
nucleation process

• Trace condensable vapour → CN → CCN
• But contributing vapours and nucleation rates

poorly known
• H2SO4 is thought to be the primary condensable

vapour in atmosphere (sub ppt)

• Ion-induced nucleation pathway is energetically
favoured but limited by the ion production rate and
ion lifetime

Solar wind
modulates

This secondary aerosol formation is
the key object of study in CLOUD



Thermodynamics and kinetics of atmospheric aerosol particle formation and growth
Hanna Vehkamäki and  Ilona Riipinen, 2012



The radiative forcing of atmospheric aerosols is
highly uncertain and a major reason for our inability
to predict the warming due to the doubling of CO2



What does the CLOUD
experiment do?
A brief summary of the CLOUD experiment at CERN, and its scientific aims.



Aims of the CLOUD experiment:

Scientific main questions:
- How cloudy was the preindustrial atmosphere to verify

the climate sensitivity?
- What is the solar-GCR-climate variability?

• Go from theorethical/ empirical models to mechanistic
models based on laboratory data

• An ambitious research programme ahead: marine/Arctic
environments, more complex multi-component systems,
polluted urban environments



The core of the experiment is a stainless
steel chamber (26m³) filled with synthetic air

• Pressure: Atmospheric ± 0.3 bar
• Only metallic seals
• Electropolished inner surfaces



World’s cleanest laboratory for studies
of atmospheric particle formation

CLOUD is run under precisely controlled
laboratory conditions:
• temperature stability: <0.1°C
• temperature range: -90°C to +30°C; cleaning at +100°C
• surface cleanliness: <10 pptv*) organics contamination,

stainless steel (and gold), no teflon, no O-rings
• ultrapure gas supplies
• UV system: negligible heat load by use of fibre optics.
• field cage 30 kV/m

Unique and highly advanced aerosol chamber already as such!

*) pptv = part per trillion, 1 / 1012



CERN’s CLOUD chamber

T11 PS 3.5 GeV/c π+

up to 5000 ion pairs per cm3

Worldwide accepted as the
gold standard for nucleation
experiments

This is due to:
• Construction of a chamber

with CERN standard (‘no
compromises’)

• The availability of the beam
allowing us to simulate the
atmosphere up to the top of
the troposphere

• The unique collaboration
providing all instruments
that one could dream of

Kirkby et al., Nature 2011



CERN PS-T11: control of the ‘cosmic ray’
beam intensity

PS East Hall

T11 beam area
(3.5 GeV/c)

Proton Synchrotron (PS)
accelerator,
first operation in 1959



Ultra-pure air:
synthetic air made from
liquid nitrogen and liquid
oxygen

CLOUD - A.Onnela



Gas system built to the highest
technical standard of performance

CLOUD - A.Onnela



UV light
from a
fibre-
optic
system

CLOUD - A.Onnela



Ion-free
conditions
with a HV
field cage

CLOUD - A.Onnela



Metallic fan mixing rapidly the fresh gas and
ions generated by the pion beam

CLOUD - A.Onnela



Thermal system enables highly stable
operation at any temperature (300-183 K)

CLOUD - A.Onnela
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Facility upgrades are reactions to what we
learn with chamber/model/field studies
• E.g. scientific aim to implement marine and arctic environments to

global models reliably and consistently using a parametrisation:

Global models
need to capture
this phenomena
using
mathematical
equations

Mechanistic
understanding
from controlled
lab experiment:
CLOUD chamber

Chemical process
modelling how it
will react in the
chamber

Modifications to
the instrument to
detect this new
compound at
CLOUD

+ DAQ



Example of a run plan to test a
suggested nucleation mechanism:



How to set up a scientific run based on the
run plan?

CHAMBER

Controlled
experimental ‘sample’
of Earth’s atmosphere

1. Fill chamber with
clean air

+ water vapour

4. Expose to ionizing beam,
and possibly to UV-light

2. Set temperature
and pressure

3. Add trace gases,
condensable species
in atmospheric, extremely low
concentrations
~1 molecule in 1012 air molecules 5. Observe

• Particle growth size distribution
• Electrical charge distribution
• Cloud droplet/ice particle
concentrations,
• etc.

6. Repeat
experiment (typically
some hours),
possibly with varying
parameters

7. Carefully flush the
chamber and clean
the chamber walls
between experiments





CLOUD run:
instruments

sampling from
chamber and

recording
continuously



Unprecedented suite of instruments from
collaborating institutes, examples:

CLOUD - A.Onnela 33
Original slide courtesy of J.Kirkby

PS Beam,
Hodoscope
CERN

API-tof-MS,
PTRMS (VOC)
Frankfurt,
Innsbruck,
Helsinki

CIMS
Frankfurt

DewPoint
CERNNAIS,

Gerdien
CERN /
Helsinki

CPC, SMPS,
Snapper, AMS
Vienna,
Frankfurt

CCNC,
HTDMA
Kuopio



CLOUD line beam area
T11, September 2016

34



CLOUD with the measurement
instruments
and their users during a campaign

CLOUD - A.Onnela 35



CLOUD chamber and facility is a dynamic
system which evolves all the time as we adapt
to what we learn.



What has CLOUD shown us
about our world?
CERN’s CLOUD experiment sharpens the climate predictions and has
transformed how aerosols are represented in global climate models.



• Huge discovery that biogenic
vapours emitted by trees
and oxidised in the
atmosphere have a
significant impact on the
formation of clouds, thus
helping to cool the planet

• Addition DMA into system
brings the nucleation rate into
the  range of atmospheric
observations

Importance of biogenic
aerosol particles



First measurement of
the molecular
composition of neutral
nucleating clusters

Clusters containing up to 14
SA molecules and 16 DMA
molecules detected,
corresponding to a mobility
diameter near 2.0 nm

Kürten et al., PNAS 2014



Global importance of nucleation

65% of climate-
relevant aerosol
particles in the
preindustrial
atmosphere come
from nucleation, and
55% today

Gordon et al. Causes and
importance of new particle
formation in the present-day
and preindustrial atmospheres,
JGR 2017

Pre-industrial nucleation fraction Present day nucleation fraction

H2SO4/NH3 + H2SO4/Biogenic + Pure biogenic

65% (45-84%) 55% (39-66%)



CLOUD has synergistic approach to
global aerosol modelling

• Model simulations guide the experiments as well as exploit the
experimental results. This is a big step forward in the reliability
of models to describe climate interactions.

• Example: Needs of model guide lab experiments -> Parametrisations
of lab results improve model

• Model must be tested against observations -> Observations can be
assimilated into model -> Model can define priorities of observations



Global model based experimental
nucleation rates

350 nucleation rate
measurements from
several CLOUD
campaigns to build
model mechanisms

Dunne et al. Global
atmospheric particle formation
from CERN CLOUD
measurements, Science 2016



CLOUD has an innovative approach in which
the model simulations guide the experiments as
well as exploit the experimental results.



Google: “youtube cloudy climate change”
TEDEd talk by Jasper Kirkby

Thank you for your attention!





Hanna E. Manninen


